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The SUPERLOFT

The best kept ‘testament’ of
Marcel Aelbrecht, Lebbeke (B)

If there is one thing that is 100% certain in our pigeon sport, then it is the fact that… to 
win and perform at the ‘top’ and to stay there a while, you have to have ‘good’… in other 
words ‘top pigeons’! Otherwise it will never happen… after all, the chance that a ‘donkey’ 
will ever win the ‘Grand National’ is nil, unless they make it a ‘donkey contest’… but that is 
also a utopia. Whoever is at home in the modern pigeon sport will also have noticed that it 
goes ‘faster’ year after year… national competitions flown under normal circumstances are 
finished in the blink of an eye… where up to ten years ago you had time to clock a prize 
per 10, now the result has already been hung up… a world of difference, and an evolution 
which doesn’t seem to be stopping! Our modern pigeon sport is ‘sharp’, that much is clear. 
Whoever has the ambition to play a leading role will have to ‘arm’ himself for any chance of 
success! An experienced fancier so as a certain Andre Verbesselt had long realised this… so 
he left in search of suitable foundations to build his ‘pigeon paradise’ on… to realise his aims 
and his very high ambitions. He didn’t have to look far… and why should he, when there is a 



small colony (qua number of pigeons) is making a great upward march just a stone’s throw 
away, and with a handful of pigeons manages to make firewood of the opponents almost 
every week… we are referring to a certain Marcel Aelbrecht from Lebbeke!

The pure Marcel Aelbrecht pigeons
Long before the international pigeon sport world had discovered the way to Lebbeke, the 
‘hype’ concerning the enormous performance capabilities and breeding capabilities of 
the world pedigree De Rauw-Sablon and their neighbour Marcel Aelbrecht assumed such 
proportions… Andre Verbesselt had already visited Marcel Aelbrecht. Yes, long before 
Marcel Aelbrecht made the headlines, and gained world fame through his phenomenal long 
distance exploits… seasoned with the winning of titles so as
1st General Champion of Belgium KBDB 2006
1st National Champion ‘Long Distance’ KBDB 2006
1st General Champion of Belgium KBDB 2005
1st National Ace bird Long Distance KBDB 2003
2nd General Champion of Belgium KBDB 2003
3rd National Champion Grand Distance KBDB 2005
4th National Champion Long Distance KBDB 2005
8th National Champion Long Distance KBDB 2007
and a few resounding victories up to provincial, zonal and even national level (a.o. 1st 
Nat La Souterraine and 1st Nat Perpignan)… Andre Verbesselt found the road to the 
Baardegemstraat in Lebbeke. Aelbrecht had already been at the ‘top’ for years, always 
raced ‘magisterial’ with pigeons… but the broad pigeon public had not yet discovered him. 
It was only after the ‘national title win’ that the 
spotlights were turned to the Aelbrecht pigeons… 
that the gates to ‘eternal fame’ opened wide for 
Marcel. Andre had already richly stocked up! Via 
the pigeons Andre Verbesselt and ‘top celebrity’ 
Marcel Aelbrecht from Lebbeke became very close 
friends! And... as a close friend Andre also enjoyed 
the ‘privilege’ of being able to draw from the 
‘goldmine’ in Lebbeke... more or less seen as one 
of the richest breeding sources of Belgium for 
the national long distance races, which is mainly 
formed with that noble ‘De Rauw-Sablon’-blood, 
based on the line of the now world famous ‘Asduif 
koppel’ or ‘Dream Couple’ De Rauw-Sablon… 
one of the undisputed stock fathers by Marcel 
Aelbrecht was without doubt the ‘Super breeder 
548/91’ (full brother of the ‘Limoges’ and direct 
son of the ‘Dream Couple’). The tandem ’ De 
Rauw-Sablon... seen as the champion makers by 
far at national level... we are thinking of the late 
Jules Mannaert, a Marc De Cock, a Louis Vanden 
Eynde, a Freddy & Jacques Vandenheede, an Eric 
Limbourg, and not in the least... their friend and 

neighbour Marcel Aelbrecht self! The super pedigree that Marcel Aelbrecht kneaded from 
this is the result of the ‘barbaric strictness’ used as the selection norm for years… simply 
because there was no room for ‘more’… 19 racing pigeons (14 o.b. + 5 yl) was the holy 
norm, never changed at all… the opulence of direct descendants forced him into such 
ruthless strictness… a selection to the bone. The result was a never before seen ‘national 
domination’… the Aelbrecht pigeons now performed at a level that was often ‘outstanding’ 
for the rest of the competition. Admit it… the Aelbrecht pigeons have cut deep into our 
national pigeon world, there was no measuring their dominance for years… until the 
cowardly theft at the end of 2007 which put an end to the years of Lebbeek supremacy… 
because after this theft Marcel decided to get rid of all his old racing pigeons, as he was so 
afraid of any reprobates would also steal these in an unguarded moment… and decided to 
only remain active with the youngsters, purely recreational.

The ‘Treasure chamber’ of Buggenhout
Andre Verbesselt and Marcel Aelbrecht are not only sworn comrades… Andre also richly 
stocked up from there over the years… 50 direct Aelbrecht pigeons now adorn the ‘pigeon 
paradise’ in Buggenhout! Descendants of pigeons which after the thefts in Lebbeke were 
no longer available, can now be found in the ‘branch Aelbrecht’ in Buggenhout! Let’s take a 
closer look at the direct Aelbrecht pigeons in the ‘treasure chamber of Buggenhout’:
- Top breeder ’Den 118 Bak 10’ 118/00: direct son of the ‘Super breeder 548/91’ x ‘Golden 

Lady 368/93’, and father of a.o. the ‘Goed Blauwen’. No less than 7 direct children of this 
excellent breeding cock reside in the lofts in Buggenhout.

- The world famous ‘BAK 17’: no less than 8 direct children out this ‘topkoppel Bak 17’ by 
M. Aelbrecht, and another 2 directs from ‘Doffer Bak 17’, 1 when coupled to Daughter 
Marseille and 1 with Mother Bak 17.

- ‘Blauwtje 751/07’ and her nest brother ‘Blauwen 752/07’: children of the powerful top 
couple formed by the ‘Perpignan 065/97’ (1st Nat Zone B Cahors 3.476 p., 1st Vierzon 
1.395 p., 19th Nat Perpignan 5.852 p….) x ‘Daughter Limoges 043/03’ (super breeding 
hen out wonder breeder the ‘Limoges 261/91’ x ‘Daughter Marseille 309/02’), or the 
grandparents of the 2nd Nat Ace bird ‘Grand Middle distance KBDB 2006’ by Louis Vd 
Eynde. In total there are another 3 direct children of this ‘Perpignan’!

- ‘Father Patron 970/96’: 7 direct children out the father of the 1st Nat Ace bird Long 
distance KBDB 2003’: the ‘Patron 070/99’! Amongst them the top breeding hen ‘Miss 
Pamela 573/06’ (half-sister of both the 1st + 7th Nat Ace bird Long distance KBDB), and of 
course the golden breeding mother by Andre Verbesselt, the ‘Miss Joice 439/05’

- the ‘759/07’ and ‘760/07’, son and daughter out ‘Brother Patron 049/01’ x ‘Daughter 
Marseille 566/05’

- descendants out the identical breeding couple ‘Brother Patron 455/03’ x ‘Daughter 
Marseille 161/04’

- The ‘Marcel 488/06’: half-brother 1st Nat La Souterraine 9.582 p. in ’97: the ‘Tam Witkopje’, 
which grew to be a giant of a top breeding hen in the lofts of Erik Limbourg! He is then 
son of ‘Father Tam Witkopje 837/94’ (self grandson of the ‘Dream Couple’ De Rauw-Sablon) 
x ‘Daughter Marseille 034/01’ (out the super breeding couple ‘Marseille’ x ‘Fijn Blauw’). This 
‘Marcel’ is then the father of the 12th prize Thailand Grand Pigeon Race 2009!

- brothers and sisters of the ‘Rhone-man’ out the breeding couple ‘Jonge Marseille 042/03’ 
(son ‘Marseille’ x ‘Fijn Blauw’) x ‘Daughter ‘Gustaaf 144/03’

The loft
André Verbesselt,
rightly described

by some
as the

'branch'
Marcel Aelbrecht !



Breeding wonder 
‘Miss Joice’
BE05-4130439

- direct children out the crack pigeon ‘Den Beziers 015/00’: 24th Nat Beziers 6.336 p. (son 
of the ‘Marseille’ x ‘Fijn Blauw’) x ‘Granddaughter Bak 17’ 513/06 (out half-brother 1st Nat 
Perpignan x Daughter Bak 17)

- direct children of the ‘Half-brother 1st Nat Perpignan 071/00’ (out ‘Den Yzeren 044/93’ x 
‘Iris 910/96’ which comes out ‘Brother Dromer’ x ‘Daughter Dream Couple’) x ‘Daughter 
Bak 17’ 405/05! Etc…

It is just a selection out the opulence of ‘class’… of ‘top talent’… which moved from 
Lebbeke to Buggenhout, and which now achieve great things in the breeding lofts of 
Andre Verbesselt!

The ‘specialist’ of the One-loft-races
Andre Verbesselt and Marcel Aelbrecht… it is a more than happy marriage. With the 
descendants of the above mentioned world class Marcel Aelbrecht, Andre Verbesselt has 
now himself climbed to top performances in the pigeon sport... even at national level. Proof 
of this is the 8th place in the ‘final race’ of the One Million Euro Race’ in China in 2008, and 
the 10th + 12th place in the Thailand Grand Pigeon Race in 2009, the 2nd place in the One 
Million Euro Spring Race in 2010 etc…! In answer to the question regarding the best way to 
discover the qualities in your pigeons and to judge their worth… Andre then plainly answers: 
let them take part in the international ‘one loft races’! Every pigeon there is treated the 
same and they all receive the same care… the advantage of being a fancier and factors such 
as location, wind and ‘drift’ of the pigeons all disappears (they all return to the same loft)… 
what remains is… ‘the battle of the strongest’! Whereby the ‘quality’ of the pigeon itself 
rises to the surface. Especially in the ‘races’ in Asia (so as in China and Thailand), where the 
final races of about 500 to 550 Km often take place in very tough circumstances… then the 
‘strongest’ (concerning both power, health and orientation) soon come to the fore. It was 
always a guide for Andre Verbesselt to test and compare the strength of his breeding loft 
with reality!
Marcel Aelbrecht and Andre Verbesselt... they are not merely two hands in a glove... it is 
also ‘world class’ from the top shelf! With his 40 direct Aelbrecht pigeons Andre is then 
also the owner of the ‘greatest treasure chamber’… in other words a ‘small fortune’ and 
a ‘goldmine’ of Aelbrecht pigeons… something which we can safely describe as the ‘best 
kept testament’ of world class Marcel Aelbrecht at the moment!. No wonder that at the 
moment the Andre Verbesselt colony is considered the biggest and most noble ‘branch 
Marcel Aelbrecht’!

Health problems, and the tough verdict 
delivered to Andre from his doctors 
and professors (pleural cancer), are the 
reasons why Andre Verbesselt is forced 
to offload his ‘life’s work’. A total auction 
was the only option… the pain of this 
forced departure will soon be much 
worse.

André Verbesselt,
Marcel Aelbrecht and Frans Sablon

‘Miss Joice’ developed into a real breeding phenomenon, so is she a.o.:
- Mother of the ‘BE08-3097120’: winner 8th Prov Poitiers 2.014 p., 25th Prov Poitiers 2.696 p., 

33rd Prov Limoges 1.559 p., 65th Prov Limoges 2.960 p., 88th Prov Tours 3.526 p. (by Fam. Van 
Pamel)

- Mother of the ‘BE08-3097063’: 1st Poitiers 500 p. & 2nd Prov 2.696 p., 8th Prov Tours 2.249 p. 
(by Fam. Van Pamel)

- Grandmother ‘Il Ragno’: 1st Interprov Molfetto 3.372 p. 2011 (by Stella Rossa)
  1st National Ace bird ‘Long distance’ F.C.I. 2011
- Grandmother ‘Miss Arwen’: 8th Prize ‘Final Race’ One Million Euro Race Shanghai 2008
- Grandmother ‘Miss Long’ : 12th Prize ‘Final Race’ Grand Pigeon Race Thailand 2009
- Grandmother ‘Miss Celine’: 45th Prize ‘Final race’ One Million Euro Race Shanghai 2008
- Grandmother ‘St.Junien’: 1st St.Junien 162 p. & 12th Prov 1.665 p. (by Fam. Van Pamel)
- Great-grandmother ‘Soubalon’: 2nd Prize ‘Final Race’ Million Euro Spring Race 2010 
- Great-grandmother ’Miss May’: 10th Prize ‘Final Race’ Grand Pigeon Race Thailand 2009 
- Great-grandmother 26th Prov Argenton 3.395 Youngsters in 2010 (by Jef Vanwinkel)
- Great-grandmother ’Andréa’: 51st Nat. Chateauroux 25.263 YL 2011 (by Jef Vanwinkel)
- Great-grandmother ‘Mathilde’: 21st Nat Zone C Gueret 1.064 p., 25th Nat Zone C Argenton 

4.979 p., 26th Nat Zone C Gueret (by Jef Vanwinkel)
- Great-grandmother ‘Blue 205/11’: 63rd Nat Argenton 20.383 youngsters ’11 (by Jef Vanwinkel)
- Great-grandmother ‘166/10’: 1st Gueret 246 p., 12th Nat. Zone C 3.047 p. (by Jef Vanwinkel)
- Great-grandmother ‘Chantal’: 34th Nat Zone C Argenton 5.737 p.

Direct daughter of 
super breeder ‘970/96’ 
M. Aelbrecht: father of 

the ‘Patron’ 
1st Nat Ace bird Long 
distance KBDB 2003

One of the best 
breeding mothers

in the current
pigeon sport !



‘Bak 17’ are thee 
parents of o.a. :

‘Favoriet Bak 17’
BE04-4019943

20th Nat Bourges 11.933 p. ’07
24th Nat Aurillac 6.611 p. ’06

93rd Nat La Souterraine 16.297 p. ’04
101st Nat Montélimar 7.873 p. ’07

138th Nat Souillac 6.475 p. ’06

‘Nestbrother Favoriet Bak 17’
BE04-4019942

15th Nat Limoges 17.456 p.
48th Nat Bourges 48.553 p.

81st Nat La Souterraine 16.297 p.

‘530 van Bak 17’
BE06-4044530

14th Nat Guéret 10.670 p.

‘Diamond Bak 17’
BE04-4439152

Father of 8 x 1st prize winners
11th Nat. Bourges 26.984 p.

1st Noyon 847 p.
1st Angerville 744 p.

1st Bourges 545 p.
1st Dourdan 309 p.

1st Noyon 153 p.
1st Orleans 149 p.

1st Dourdan 134 p.
1st Noyon 129 p.

4th Bourges 3.285 p.

The 'breeding gold' from the wondrous ‘Bak 17’ of
 Marcel Aelbrecht, a pure exponent of ‘Worldclass’

in which the 'Ace bird-blood' of the ‘Dream Couple’
De Rauw-Sablon is interwoven no less than 6 times

No less than 8 direct children of this
'golden breeding pair' in this auction !

BE07-4373754 ‘Son Bak 17 Nr 2’
Father of top breeder the ‘King 604/08’
Grandfather of super breeder ‘Jeff’ 
 in Jef Vanwinkel's loft

‘Son Bak 17 Nr 3’
BE07-4138837

‘Daughter Bak 17 Nr 1’
BE05-5210510

‘Daughter Bak 17 Nr 2’
BE05-5210511

‘Daughter Bak 17 Nr 5’
BE09-4319780

‘Daughter Bak 17 Nr 4’
BE08-4346245

‘Daughter Bak 17 Nr 3’
BE08-4346244

Grandfather of super crack ‘Il Ragno’, 
  which won by ‘Stella Rossa’:
1st Interprov Molfetto 3.372 p. 2011
1st Nat. Ace bird ‘Long distance’ F.C.I. 2011

BE07-4373753 ‘Son Bak 17 Nr 1’
Grandfather 2nd Prize final Million 
 Euro Spring Race Shanghai 2010
Grandfather 10th Prize Grand 
 Pigeon Race Thailand 2009



  The Max (BE08-4355579) x
 Miss Tak (BE07-4154067)

Parents of the wondrous ‘One Loft Race’-toppers
“Soubalon” 2nd Prize Final Race One Million Euro Race Spring Edition 2010

“Miss May” 10th Prize Final Race Grand Pigeon Race Thailand 2009

Miss Tak is:
Full sister ‘Miss Arwen’: 8th One Million Euro Race Shanghai 2008

Granddaughter of breeding wonder ‘Miss Joice’
Granddaughter ‘Bak 10’ (which self directly stems 

from stock bird ‘548-91’, a son ‘Dream Couple’)
Great-granddaughter of the ‘Perpignan’: 1st Nat Zone Cahors!

Great-granddaughter of ‘Grandmother 
2nd Nat Ace bird Grand Middle distance KBDB’2006 

at Louis Vandeneynde, which is also 
grandmother of the ‘Max’!

The Max is:
Grandson of the world famous ‘BAK 17’ Marcel Aelbrecht
Grandson of the super racing and breeding pigeon ‘Perpignan’ Marcel Aelbrecht
Grandson of ‘Grandmother2nd Nat Ace bird Grand Middle Distance KBDB’ 2006 
 (Louis Vandeneynde)
Great-grandson of breeding legend ‘Limoges’ De Rauw-Sablon, 
 direct son of the ‘Dream couple’!



A 'golden investment' both at sporting and commercial level
One of the last chances of direct children of 'breeding phenomenon’

"Father Ace bird" 96-4391970
Dominant breeding pigeon and father of super birds so as :

-the ‘PATRON’:
1st National Ace bird Long Distance KBDB 2003

-the ‘925-04’:
7e National Ace bird Long Distance KBDB 2006

-the ‘077-03’:
51st National Orange 6.751 p. ’05

91st National Montélimar 10.195 p. ’05…
-the ‘049/01’:

21st National Marseille 5.864 p. ’04
68th National Perpignan 7.611 p. ’05…

7 direct children in this auction :

‘Father Ace bird’ (also called 'Smallen 970') is a giant of a top breeder in the lofts of 
Marcel Aelbrecht and according to Marcel probably the best breeder he has ever had in 
his lofts! He is a son of the absolute stock father ‘Super breeder 548/91’, a direct son 
‘Dream Couple’ De Rauw-Sablon! ‘Father Ace bird’ is with this a full brother of breeding 
legends so as: the ‘Smallen’ De Rauw-Sablon, ‘Lucky 848/00’, the ‘Fijn Blauw’, ‘The 118 
Bak 10’, ‘Father Stielman’ (virt. 4th Nat Ace bird Long distance KBDB 2003) etc…

BE05-4130439 
Miss Joice

BE03-4316022 
Sister Patron

BE06-4044573 
Miss Pamela

BE07-4373761 
HBr Patron

BE07-4373762 
HBr Patron

BE08-4346236
Son Smallen 970

BE08-4346237
Daughter 

Smallen 970



Pigeons for the ‘hard labour’… tireless and… very strong !

The “Perpignan” BE97-4263065
The ‘Perpignan’ BE97-4263065…

winner of o/a
1st National Cahors 3.476 p. Zone B

1st Regionapal Vierzon 1.395 p.
19th Nationapal Perpignan 5.852 p.

3 direct children from the ‘Super koppel’
‘Perpignan’ BE97-4263065 x

‘Super Daughter Limoges’ De Rauw-Sablon BE03-4316043
Grandparents of the 2nd Nat Ace bird Grand Middle 

Distance KBDB 2006 at Louis Vandeneynde's loft

‘Blauwtje 751’
BE07-4373751
Grandmother2nd Prize final 
 Million Euro Spring Race Shanghai 2010
Grandmother10th Prize final 
 Grand Pigeon Race Thailand 2008
Full sister of ‘Father 2nd Nat Ace bird 
 Grand Middle Distance KBDB 2006’

‘Blauwen 752’
BE07-4373752
Direct son ‘Perpignan’ x ‘Daughter Limoges 043/03’
Full brother of ‘Father 2nd Nat. Ace bird Grand 
 Middle Distance KBDB 2006’

‘Blauwtje 047’
BE04-4433047
Direct daughter ‘Perpignan’



The 'breeding talent' of the classy "Bak 10" Marcel Aelbrecht
with at the basis the superior basis breeder

"Den 118 Bak 10" 00-4509118
Father of o/a the phenomenal ‘crack pigeon’

The ‘Goede Blauwen 932/04’
10th Nat. Aurillac 6.611 p. ‘06
40th Nat. Souillac 6.475 p. ‘06

36th Prov. Argenton 6.269 p. ‘04
113th Nat. Limoges 17.456 p. ’05
176th I.Prov. Vierzon 7.421 p. ‘07

298th Nat. Cahors 5.894 p. ‘07
364th Nat. Brive 9.466 p. ‘06

440th Nat. Limoges 13.581 p. ‘06
490th Prov. Bourges II 12.331 p. ’04

1st reg. Bourges I 1.069 p. ‘04…

‘Den 118 Bak 10’ is full brother of ‘Father Patron 970/96’ (father 1st Nat Ace bird Long 
distance KBDB ’03 en 7th Nat Ace bird Long distance KBDB ’06), ‘Lucky 848/00’ (father 2nd 
Nat Ace bird Long distance KBDB ’07, grandfather 1st Nat La Souterraine 16.665 youngsters 
2011), ‘Brother Smallen 517/96’ (father 7th Nat Ace bird Long distance KBDB ’99) etc…

7 direct children on auctionGoede Blauwen
04-4019932

BE04-4019962 ‘Broer Goede Blauwen’
Top cock out ‘Den 118 Bak 10’ x ‘Daughter 
Limoges 001/03’ De Rauw-Sablon

BE06-4382489
'Mother Miss Arwen'
‘Mother 8th Prize final 
  Million Euro Race Shanghai 2008
Grandmother 2nd Prize final 
  Million Euro Spring Race Shanghai 2010
Grandmother10th Prize final 
  Grand Pigeon Race Thailand 2009

BE06-4044509
‘Broken Wing Bak 10’

BE07-4380696
‘Son Bak 10 NR 2’

BE07-4380695
‘Son Bak 10 NR 1’

BE06-4382490
‘Miss Na Bak 10’



presents

The noblest 'branch’ Marcel Aelbrecht
The highflyer in the ‘One Loft Races’

Total auction

This auction will take place via the internet, and can be followed on … www.pipa.be
Part I : Start 3 January 2012 – Ends 15 January 2012

Never before has so much breeding talent originating directly from the 
‘goldmine’ of Lebbeke by Marcel Aelbrecht, been on offer in one and the same 

auction! The colony built up for the full 100% with the international most 
sought after blood lines at the moment:

Marcel Aelbrecht & De Rauw-Sablon!!!

This internet auction is organised by PIPA (www.pipa.be) 
and can be followed there ‘online’!

More information?
Send us an e-mail auctions@pipa.be or call 0032 472 71 77 28 or 0032 9 374 38 87

André Verbesselt
from Buggenhout (B)


